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 Abstract 8 

Sahelian rainfall presents large interannual variability which is partly controlled by the sea surface 9 

temperature anomalies (SSTa) over the eastern Mediterranean, equatorial Pacific and Atlantic oceans, 10 

making seasonal prediction of rainfall changes in Sahel potentially possible. However, it is not clear 11 

whether seasonal forecast models present skill to predict the Sahelian rainfall anomalies. Here, we 12 

consider the set of models from the North American Multi-model ensemble (NMME) and analyze their 13 

skill in predicting the Sahelian precipitation and address the sources of this skill.   14 

Results show that though the skill in predicting the Sahelian rainfall is generally low, it and can be 15 

mostly explained by a combination of how well models predict the SSTa in the Mediterranean and in 16 

the equatorial Pacific regions, and how well they simulate the teleconnections of these SSTa with 17 

Sahelian rainfall. Our results suggest that Sahelian rainfall skill is improved for those models in which 18 

the Pacific SST - Sahel rainfall teleconnection is correctly simulated. On the other hand, models present 19 

a good ability to reproduce the sign of the Mediterranean SSTa – Sahel teleconnection, albeit with 20 

underestimated amplitude due to an underestimation of the variance of the SSTa over this oceanic 21 

region. However, they fail to correctly predict the SSTa over this basin, which is the main reason for 22 

the poor Sahel rainfall skill in models. Therefore, results suggest models need to improve their ability 23 

to reproduce the variability of the SSTa over the Mediterranean as well as the teleconnections of 24 

Sahelian rainfall with Pacific and Mediterranean SSTa.   25 

26 

1 Introduction 27 

28 

The Sahel is a semiarid region located in the westernmost part of the tropical African continent, between 29 

the south of the Sahara desert and the humid savanna (e.g., Nicholson 2013). Most of the population in 30 

this region reside in rural areas and their sustenance is mainly based on the development of agriculture 31 

and pastoralism activities, sectors vulnerable to rainfall variability (Mortimore et al. 2001; Kanji et al. 32 
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2006). Therefore, the understanding of the changes in rainfall as well as having good predictions thereof 33 

are crucial for this region.  34 

35 

Rainfall over the Sahel presents a strong meridional gradient, with annual rainfall mean values of 36 

roughly 550 mm over its southern part and those on the order of 150 mm over its northern part 37 

(Nicholson 2013). Throughout the year, rainfall mainly occurs during the summer months (July - 38 

August - September, JAS), in association with the West African Monsoon (WAM), with a maximum 39 

developed in August. Occasional rainfall might also be observed during winter time, though related to 40 

extratropical systems (Nicholson 2013).   41 

42 

Boreal summer seasonal precipitation over the Sahel presents large variability from interannual to 43 

interdecadal timescales (Kitoh et al. 2020 and references therein). Previous studies have shown that the 44 

sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTa) over different basins can impact rainfall interannual 45 

variability over the Sahel (Rodriguez-Fonseca et al. 2011, 2015). Analysis of observations and model 46 

experiments have shown that warm SST anomalies in the eastern equatorial Atlantic reduce the land-47 

atmosphere temperature and surface pressure gradients and tend to be associated with an anomalous 48 

dipole of rainfall with positive values over the Guinea Gulf and negative ones over the Sahel (e.g. Vizy 49 

and Cook 2002; Losada et al. 2010; Polo et al. 2008). Warm anomalies in the equatorial Pacific tend to 50 

produce a stabilization of the air column and subsidence over West Africa, weakening the monsoon and 51 

reducing precipitation seasonal amounts and the occurrence of heavy precipitation events (Rowell 2001; 52 

Janicot 2000; Mohino et al. 2011; Parhi et al. 2016; Joly and Voldoire 2009; Diakhaté et al. 2019). Cold 53 

SST anomalies over the equatorial Pacific tend to promote the opposite effect.  Out of the tropics, warm 54 

Mediterranean SST anomalies enhance local evaporation leading, through southerly moisture 55 

advection, to an increase of low-level moisture convergence and destabilization over the Sahel. This 56 

strengthens the monsoon and increases seasonal rainfall averages there. The contrary occurs for cold 57 

SST anomalies over the Mediterranean (Rowell 2003; Fontaine et al. 2010, 2011; Gaetani et al. 2010). 58 

59 

Note that the above rainfall anomalies associated with tropical Atlantic, Pacific and extratropical 60 

Mediterranean SSTs represent the direct response to each isolated SST forcing. Nevertheless, oceans 61 

are interconnected and pantropical interactions have been detected during certain decades (Cai et al. 62 

2019; Wang 2019; Kitoh et al. 2020).  In particular, it is know that, from the 1970’s, the Atlantic and 63 

Pacific Niños appear in opposition of phases in summer (Rodriguez-Fonseca et al. 2009). As warm 64 

SSTs over both, the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific oceans, decrease rainfall, a counteracting effect over 65 

the Sahel appears under that “opposition of phase” configuration (Polo et al. 2008, Losada et al. 2012; 66 

Suarez-Moreno et al. 2018).  67 

68 
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In addition, non stationarities are found in the impact of SSTs on Sahelian rainfall (Rodriguez-Fonseca 69 

et al. 2011, 2015, 2016, Suarez-Moreno et al. 2018). During the period between the 1950 and 1980s no 70 

impact from the Mediterranean is detected in the observations, being significant in the previous and 71 

later decades (Suárez-Moreno et al. 2018). In turn, in the last decades, the relation with the tropical 72 

Pacific is strong, while that with the Atlantic appears absent. This lack of connection may be the result 73 

of the above mentioned counteracting effect with the Pacific (Losada et al. 2012). Thus, in recent 74 

decades, Pacific and Mediterranean seem to dominate the interannual variability of Sahelian rainfall.  75 

76 

The slow varying SST and their influence over continental areas at seasonal timescales constitutes the 77 

physical basis of the seasonal predictions. Similarly to other regions in the world, seasonal forecasts 78 

over the Sahel were initially developed from statistical methods based on empirical teleconnections 79 

between SST anomaly patterns and continental anomalies (Folland et al. 1991). In a second phase, 80 

seasonal predictions were performed by using atmospheric general circulation models (AGCM) forced 81 

by observed SSTs (Lau et al. 2009, Ndiaye et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the dynamical predictions 82 

presented limited skill in the Sahel and often, complementary approaches relating both dynamical and 83 

statistical predictions were developed (Garric et al. 2002, Ndiaye et al. 2009). In a third phase, and 84 

together with the development of coupled models, seasonal forecasts were carried out with coupled 85 

systems (atmosphere model coupled to an ocean model). Today, seasonal predictions based on coupled 86 

systems are made operational and delivered by the main centers of operational forecasting around the 87 

world. Moreover, in the late 1990s, several international initiatives proposed the development of multi-88 

model seasonal climate predictions systems (i.e. DEMETER, ENSEMBLES, SINTEX), with the aim 89 

of joining efforts and comparing seasonal predictions performed with different coupled models. 90 

Currently, multi-model ensemble forecasting is a mainstream method used for seasonal predictions. 91 

Several studies based on these multi-model ensembles have revealed that the multi-model predictions 92 

present higher skill than individual systems (Palmer et al. 2004, Doblas-Reyes et al. 2009), as they also 93 

account for model uncertainty. Focusing on the Sahel, Batté and Déqué (2011) pointed out that the 94 

multi-model ENSEMBLES seasonal predictions enhance the skill of the western Africa precipitation, 95 

by reducing the skill-spread ratio. Rodrigues et al. (2014) conclude that the state-of-the-art EUROSIP 96 

(European Seasonal to Interannual Prediction) and NMME (North American Multi‐model Ensemble) 97 

seasonal predictions are reliable in predicting the interannual variations of the Sahel precipitation 98 

regimes. Recently, Giannini et al. (2020) analyzed the precipitation skill of five seasonal forecast 99 

models from the NMME and, based on the multi-model mean, showed that precipitation anomalies 100 

during the monsoon season can be predicted even with lead times as far as 3-4 months. They also found 101 

that such skill comes mainly from ENSO and the North Atlantic sea surface temperatures. Nevertheless, 102 

the rest of the models in the NMME were not analyzed, nor were other SSTa regions which could 103 

contribute to skill addressed.   104 
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Here, we extend the number of NMME models and analyze the precipitation prediction skill seeking to 105 

understand where the skill or lack thereof comes from. Our interest is on the interannual rainfall 106 

variability associated with oceanic forcing. The starting hypothesis is that much of the precipitation 107 

prediction skill in models should come from the teleconnections with the SSTa in different regions. 108 

Therefore, we first analyze the main sources of predictability for the Sahel rainfall in observations, and 109 

then we evaluate whether these potential predictors obtained from observations are also sources of 110 

predictability in models. The final aim is to evaluate the skill of the seasonal forecast models to predict 111 

rainfall over the Sahel, analyzing whether the models are able to reproduce the SST over the observed 112 

potential predictor regions and the sign and amplitude of the SST-Sahel teleconnections.  113 

Data and Methodology 114 

2.1 Data 115 

116 

2.1.1 Observational data 117 

Observational data is considered to contrast results from models and analyze their seasonal forecasting 118 

skill. We employ the monthly precipitation values from GPCPv2.3 with a spatial resolution of 2.5º x 119 

2.5º. They are provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, and are available at 120 

the website: https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ (Adler et al. 2003). Additionally, we also consider the 121 

monthly sea surface temperatures (SST) data from HadISSTv1.1 with 1º x 1º of resolution (Rayner et 122 

al., 2003). The study is focused on July - August – September (JAS), which is the season when the 123 

monsoon takes place (Rodriguez – Fonseca et al. 2015; Nicholson 2013; Thorncroft et al. 2011 ). In 124 

order to check the sensitivity of the results to the choice of the observational dataset, the analysis is also 125 

performed using SST from ERSSTv5 (with a resolution of 2º x 2º, Huang et al. 2017) and precipitation 126 

from CRU TS 4.03 (Harris et al. 2020). CRU TS is derived by the interpolation of monthly climate 127 

anomalies from extensive networks of weather station observations. However, GPCP considers data 128 

from rain gauge stations, satellites, and sounding observations from 1979 to present.  Regarding SST, 129 

HadISST uses reduced space optimal interpolation applied to SSTs from the Marine Data Bank (mainly 130 

ship tracks) and the International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset (ICOADS) through 1981 131 

and a blend of in-situ and adjusted satellite-derived SSTs for 1982-onwards. ERSSTv5 uses new data 132 

sets from ICOADS Release 3.0 SST, Argo floats above 5 meters and Hadley Centre Ice-SST version 2 133 

(HadISST2) ice concentration. Given that conclusions are not altered, in this work we only show the 134 

results obtained by contrasting model simulations with observations from GPCPv2.3 and HadISSTv1.1. 135 

Additionally, they are not dependent on the actual choice of the peak season, as results for August-136 

September are consistent with the ones presented for JAS in the paper (not shown).  137 
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Finally, we also consider the monthly mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and horizontal winds at 850hPa 138 

and 200hPa from ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) in order to analyze the spatial teleconnection 139 

patterns of eMED and Niño3 with the Sahel.   140 

2.1.2 NMME models 141 

We consider the monthly hindcast of SST and precipitation from a set of fifteen seasonal forecasting 142 

models belonging to the North American Multi-model ensemble (NMME). Table 1 shows a summary 143 

of the models used. Though models have different native spatial resolution, their output are monthly 144 

forecasts with a similar resolution of 1º x 1º. They are available at the web page 145 

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.Models/.NMME/ (Kirtman et al. 2014). The common period 146 

for which models have complete predictions is 1982 - 2010 and, therefore, this will be our period of 147 

study. Finally, in order to analyze the prediction skill, six were considered for all the models, from 1st148 

July to 1st February.  149 

The analysis of the skill for individual models is performed by considering the ensemble mean, 150 

constructed by averaging 4 different simulations of each model. We also analyze the skill of the multi-151 

model mean, constructed following the methodology of pooling of first n-members of each ensemble 152 

(Hemri et al. 2020) to construct the multi-model mean of all the NMME models. The parameter n is 153 

selected as 4, since this is the maximum number of ensemble members in one of the models (NASA-154 

GEOSS2S). The results are qualitatively in agreement with a different definition of the multi-model 155 

mean based on an average of each model mean in which all the available members (not just 4) are taken 156 

into account (not shown). 157 

Finally, we also analyze the monthly hindcasts of mean sea level pressure and horizontal winds at 158 

200mb and 850mb. These fields are considered in order to evaluate the atmospheric patterns of the 159 

teleconnections in models. Given that only the models CanCM4i, CMC1-CanCM3, CMC2-CanCM4 160 

and GEM-NEMO have available atmospheric data, the analysis of the teleconnection mechanisms will 161 

be evaluated for these 4 models and, for the sake of briefness, it will only be shown for the average of 162 

them.  163 

2.2 Methodology 164 

We begin by revisiting the main SST sources of predictability for Sahel precipitation in observations 165 

for the period of study. To do so, we obtain summer (JAS) seasonal anomalies of SSTs and precipitation 166 

by subtracting the seasonal mean. Seasonal forecasts aim at providing predictions of climate anomalies 167 

for the forthcoming season (Balmaseda et al. 2009), which should be taken into account when assessing 168 

their skill. In this work, we use a 21-yr window for the analysis and furthermore remove the trends in 169 

all variables prior to any other calculation. This is particularly relevant in the case of the Sahel rainfall, 170 

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.Models/.NMME/
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.Models/.NMME/
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which shows strong climate variability at decadal timescales (Kitoh et al. 2020). We then calculate the 171 

regression map of SST anomalies worldwide onto the Sahel precipitation index (Fig. 1). The 172 

precipitation index is defined as the seasonal average of the precipitation anomalies over the Sahel 173 

region (see domain on Table 2).  174 

Secondly, we define the indices that represent the temporal evolution of the SST anomalies over the 175 

regions associated with the main observed predictors. As it will be shown in section 3.1, the potential 176 

sources of interannual predictability for rainfall over Sahel in JAS during the period of study are the 177 

eastern Mediterranean (eMED) and the eastern equatorial Pacific (Nino3) (in agreement with Suárez - 178 

Moreno et al. (2018)). These indices are computed as the average of JAS seasonal SST anomalies in 179 

the appropriate regions (Table 2). Note that the indices so defined do not show a linear trend, as this 180 

was removed in the definition of the SST anomalies to avoid introducing long-term variability in our 181 

analysis. Additionally, in order to analyze the spatial atmospheric teleconnection patterns, we also 182 

compute the (1) correlation maps of the eMED index onto the mean sea level pressure anomalies and 183 

winds anomalies at 850hPa, and (2) the correlation maps of Niño3 index and the anomalous velocity 184 

potential difference between 200hPa and 850hPa levels (𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑡200 − 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑡850) as a way of illustrating 185 

the baroclinic atmospheric response associated with ENSO forcing. Velocity potential (𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑡) is 186 

obtained by solving the Poisson’s equation: ∇ · 𝑉 = ∆𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑡, where V represent the horizontal winds.  187 

Thirdly, to evaluate the contribution of the eMED and Niño3 signals to precipitation variability over 188 

Sahel, the precipitation index is fitted with a multilinear regression model as follows:  189 

PCPreg= α·eMEDindex + β·Niño3index + ε     (eq. 1)190 

where PCPreg is the precipitation index obtained from multiple regression analysis, 𝛼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 β   represent 191 

the coefficients of multilinear regression for eMED and Niño3, respectively, eMEDindex and Nino3index192 

are the standardized indices associated with the eastern Mediterranean and equatorial Pacific El Niño, 193 

respectively. Finally, 𝜖 represents the residual fitting. The statistical significance of the multiple linear 194 

regression is assessed by considering a F-test with a 95% confidence level.195 

Using this fit, the total variance of precipitation can be decomposed into the following components (2): 196 

Var(PCPreg)= α2+β2+2·α·β·cov(eMED,Niño3) + var(ε)     (eq. 2) 197 

where 𝛼2,𝛽2 represent the part of the total precipitation variance which is explained by eMED and 198 

Niño3, respectively, and the term 2 · 𝛼 · 𝛽 · 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑒𝑀𝐸𝐷,𝑁𝑖ñ𝑜3) stands for the covariance between 199 

eMED and Niño3. 200 
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Fourthly, we analyze the precipitation prediction skill by means of the anomaly correlation coefficient 201 

(ACC), the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean squared error skill score (MSESS). ACC is 202 

computed as the correlation between the observed and the modeled indices. We consider that a model 203 

presents skill in terms of ACC when the ACC value is statistically significant at 95% confidence level 204 

in two - tailed t – test with an effective number of degrees of freedom (Mitchell et al. 1966; Bretherton 205 

et al. 1999).  ACC values are computed considering the ensemble mean of each model.  206 

As it was aforementioned, our starting hypothesis is that much of the skill for predicting Sahel 207 

precipitation should come from it teleconnections with the SST anomalies in different regions 208 

worldwide. Therefore, to investigate where the precipitation ACC skill scores comes from, we also 209 

evaluate the models’ skill in predicting the SST anomalies over the main sources of predictability and 210 

their ability in reproducing the teleconnections with precipitation. To evaluate the teleconnections skill, 211 

we compare the regression and correlation coefficients between each predictor and Sahel precipitation 212 

in the models with the one obtained from observations. We also compare the physical mechanisms for 213 

the teleconnections in models and observations by analyzing the atmospheric patterns that each one of 214 

the potential predictors induce. Given the availability of atmospheric data in models, this can be only 215 

done considering 4 of the 15 models.    216 

To evaluate the contribution of the different SSTa signals on precipitation ACC skill score in models, 217 

we use the same multilinear regression analysis than in observations. Considering this analysis, the 218 

contribution of each predictor to the precipitation ACC skill score in models can be estimated in terms 219 

of the multilinear regression coefficients and the correlations between the observed precipitation index 220 

(PCPobs) and the simulated oceanic indices (as in Mohino et al., 2016): 221 

ACC=𝜌(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒) =
𝛼√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒)

𝜌(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑒𝑀𝐸𝐷𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒) +222 

𝛽√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒)
𝜌(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑁𝑖ñ𝑜3𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒) +

√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒)√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒)
𝜌(𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝜀𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒)       (𝑒𝑞. 5)223 

where 𝜌  represents the correlation coefficient,  PCPobs the precipitation index from observations, 224 𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒 the precipitation index from NMME, 𝑒𝑀𝐸𝐷𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒,𝑁𝑖ñ𝑜3𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒, the indices of eMED and 225 

Niño3 from NMME models, and 𝜖 the residual fitting from the multiple regression in NMME models. 226 

With this decomposition, the first and second terms in the right-hand side of the equation can be 227 

understood as the part of the precipitation ACC skill score explained by the eMED and Niño3 indices, 228 

respectively. The third term corresponds to the unexplained ACC skill score, which could be related to 229 

unaccounted sources. 230 

Finally, as mentioned previously, forecast skill is also assessed considering the RMSE and MSESS. 231 

RMSE is defined as: 232 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √1𝑛∑(𝑦𝑖,𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑜𝑏𝑠)2𝑛
𝑖=1        (𝑒𝑞. 3)233 

where yi,obs is the observed value (PCPi,obs, eMEDi,obs or Niño3i,obs) and yi,nmme is the forecasted one 234 

(PCPi,nmme, eMEDi,nmme or Niño3i,nmme) (Déqué 2011). On the other hand, MSESS is defined as: 235 

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑆 = 1 − 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚        (𝑒𝑞. 4)236 

where𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1𝑛∑ (𝑦𝑖,𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑒 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑜𝑏𝑠)2𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚 =

1𝑛∑ (𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝑦𝑖,𝑜𝑏𝑠)2𝑛𝑖=1 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠), 237 

being Yobs= yi,…,yn is the time series of the observed values and 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   its mean. The maximum value 238 

of MSESS is 1 and occurs when the MSE=0, that is, when model gives a perfect forecast. MSESS = 0 239 

takes place when MSE=MSEclim, which implies that the model forecast skill in terms of MSE is equal 240 

to that one provided by a climatological forecast. Finally, negative MSESS values implies that model 241 

forecast skill in terms of MSE is worse than consider a climatological forecast (Murphy 1998; Déqué 242 

2011).    243 

    3 Results  244 

3.1 Observational analysis 245 

246 

In this section we briefly analyze the teleconnection of Sahel precipitation and SST during the period 247 

of study and estimate the percentage of the total precipitation variance explained by each predictor in 248 

observations. Figure 1 shows the regression map between the precipitation index over Sahel and 249 

worldwide SST anomalies. In the period under analysis, Sahel precipitation shows statistically 250 

significant positive regression coefficients with positive SST anomalies over the eastern Mediterranean 251 

(eMED) and negative ones over equatorial Pacific (Niño3), in accordance with previous studies (e.g. 252 

Janicot 2001; Rowell 2001, 2003; Fontaine et al. 2010, Fontaine et al. 2011; Gaetani et al. 2010; Diahaté 253 

et al. 2019). It also shows positive connections with North Atlantic and Pacific SSTs. However, these 254 

signals are centered in the northern hemisphere subtropical gyres, which suggests they could be due to 255 

Ekman induced transport in response to changes in the subtropical high pressure systems (i.e., Barrier 256 

et al. 2014), as a consequence of atmospheric teleconnections from El Niño and the 257 

Mediterranean. Particularly, the North Atlantic positive significant area (defined as the average in the 258 

appropriate box in Fig. 1) shows a statistically significant correlation of 0.6 with eMED index. 259 

Conversely, the Niño 3 and eMED indices show no statistically significant correlation among 260 

themselves (correlation value is -0.15) and are, therefore, selected as the two independent predictors for 261 

rainfall over Sahel in the rest of the study.262 
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The teleconnection mechanisms through which eMED and Niño3 influence rainfall variability over 263 

Sahel are shown on Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Focusing on the eMED teleconnection (Fig. 2(a)), 264 

an anomalous warming over the eastern Mediterranean induces an anomalous low level pressure over 265 

the eastern Sahara (in agreement with Gomara et al., 2018). Additionally, Fig. 2(a) shows an 266 

intensification of the southwesterly monsoonal flow due to the strengthening of the meridional MSLP 267 

gradient between the Gulf of Guinea and the Sahara. As a consequence, a warming over the eMED is 268 

related to an increase of precipitation over Sahel. These results are consistent with previous studies 269 

(Diakhaté et al. 2019 ; Gómara et al. 2018 ; Fontaine et al. 2010, 2011; Gaetani et al. 2010 ; Jung et al. 270 

2006).  271 

Regarding the influence of Niño3 over the Sahel (Fig. 2(b)), the anomalous warming over the equatorial 272 

Pacific generates an anomalous increase of the difference between the anomalous velocity potential at 273 

200hPa and 850hPa (VPOT200/850), suggesting a weakening the monsoon and reducing convection 274 

and precipitation over Sahel (in agreement with Diakhaté et al. 2019; Gomara et al. 2018; Suárez-275 

Moreno et al 2018; Mohino et al. 2011; Joly and Voldoire 2009).    276 

The multiple regression analysis performed for Sahel rainfall considering only the eMED and Niño3 277 

indices suggests that these two predictors can explain in total 58% of the total precipitation variance at 278 

interannual timescales and that the eMED is the most dominant influence (see Table 3).  If the analysis 279 

is repeated with the eMED and Niño3 indices leading the JAS Sahel rainfall with lags from 0 to 6 280 

months, the percentage of total precipitation variance explained by these two predictors decreases with 281 

the lag (see section 1 in additional material). On the other hand, the percentage explained by the residue 282 

(42%) represents the part of the total precipitation variability not explained by changes in the eMED 283 

and nino3 indices. We speculate that this could be partly driven by land-atmosphere and aerosol-284 

radiative processes (e.g. Nicholson et al. 2013; Rodriguez-Fonseca et al. 2015).285 

3.2 Prediction skill for precipitation 286 

287 

Figure 3 shows the precipitation prediction ACC skill scores in JAS for each FST and model. Results 288 

show that models in general lack skill to predict rainfall over Sahel, although there are some of them 289 

which present statistically significant ACC values for specific FST. For example, GFDL-CM2p5-290 

FLOR-A06 and GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-B01 present skill for FST 1st July and 1st June, GFDL-CM2p1 291 

for FST from 1st May to 1st March, GFDL-CM2p1-aer04 for FST= 1st June, 1st April and 1st February, 292 

NCEP-CFSv2 for FST= 1st June, 1st April and 1st March, and COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4 for FST=1st Feb. 293 

Note that even in these cases, ACC skill scores are low. Comparing results from the multi-model mean 294 

and the models, the former presents larger precipitation ACC values than most of the models for all the 295 

FST, suggesting that the pooling of models leads to a forecast skill greater than the majority of single 296 

model systems. Nonetheless, the multimodel mean only presents statistically significant ACC values 297 
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for FST=1st June and 1st Feb and is outperformed by some single models (e.g.GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-298 

A06, GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-B01 for FST=1st June; and GFDL-CM2p1-aer04 and COLA-RSMAS-299 

CCSM4 for FST= 1st Feb ). 300 

301 

We also computed the RMSE of precipitation (Fig. 4(a)). Results show that most models present a 302 

RMSE smaller than 3 mm/day, with the best representation provided by GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06 and 303 

NCEP-CFSv2 models for FST 1st July, GFDL-CM2p1 and NCEP-CFSv2 for FST=1st June, COLA-304 

RSMAS-CCSM3 and Multimodel mean for FST 1st May, and COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3 for FST 1st305 

April to 1st May, and GFDL-CM2p1 for FST=1st Feb. On the other hand, the model with highest RMSE 306 

is NASA-GEOSS2S for all the FST. Regarding the MSESS, Fig. 4(b) shows that most of models present 307 

negative MSESS, which  suggest that models forecast skill in terms of MSE is, in general, worse than 308 

consider the climatological forecast. The model with worst MSESS values is NASA-GEOSS2S, in 309 

agreement with results from RMSE. Nonetheless, some models present positive MSESS for specific 310 

FST, such as GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06 for FST=1st July, CMC2-CanCM4 for FST= 1st Feb, NCAR-311 

CESM1 for FST=1st Feb and NCEP-CFSv2 for FST=1st June, suggesting that precipitation forecast 312 

given by these models at those FST is better, in terms of MSE, than the climatological forecast. Finally, 313 

results from the multimodel-mean of the precipitation index are one of the best in terms of RMSE and 314 

MSESS in comparison with the rest of the models (see Fig. 4(a) and (b)), although it MSESS remains 315 

negative.  316 

317 

On the basis of these results, we present 2 questions: Does the lack of precipitation skill in NMME arise 318 

from a wrong prediction of the SST over the eMED and equatorial Pacific? Or does the lack of 319 

precipitation skill in NMME arise from an incorrect prediction of the SST-Sahel rainfall teleconnection? 320 

In the next section we try to give answers to both questions and quantify the relative importance of both 321 

factors on the prediction precipitation skill over the Sahel. 322 

323 

3.3 Prediction skill for SSTs 324 

3.3.1 Eastern Mediterranean (eMED) 325 

Figure 5 shows the ACC values for eMED. Most models present statistically significant ACC values 326 

for FST= 1st July. However, only GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06 and NCAR-CESM1 have statistical 327 

significant ACC values for earlier FST (FST= 1st June). Results are similar for the case of the multi-328 

model mean, which loses its ability for FSTs before than 1st July. 329 

Figure 6(a) shows that most of the models present RMSE smaller than 12ºC, with the best representation 330 

provided by GFDL-CM2p1-aer04. The model with higher RMSE is IRI-ECHAM4p5-DirectCoupled 331 

followed by IRI-ECHAM4p5-AnomalyCoupled, COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3 and COLA-RSMAS-332 
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CCSM4. Regarding MSESS, Fig. 6(b) shows that all models present negative MSESS, suggesting that 333 

the eMED model forecast in terms of MSE is worse than the climatological forecast. In this case, the 334 

multimodel-mean does not present one of the best MSESS values. This is related to the existence of 335 

some models (IRI-ECHAM4p5-DirectCoupled, IRI-ECHAM4p5-AnomalyCoupled, COLA-RSMAS-336 

CCSM3 and COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4) with very high RMSE values in comparison with the rest of the 337 

models (see Fig. 6(b)).    338 

The observed positive connection between eMED and Sahel precipitation is reproduced by most 339 

models, although with an underestimation of the magnitude in both correlation value and multiple linear 340 

regression coefficient (Fig. 7, first and second columns respectively). The underestimation of regression 341 

values (α from eq. (1)) suggests a weaker sensitivity of Sahel rainfall to eMED anomalies in models. In 342 

addition to this lower sensitivity, models tend to show too low variance of the SST anomalies over the 343 

eMED in models, compared to observations (see section 2 in additional material), which could allow 344 

other sources of precipitation variability to become more dominant in models and further explain the 345 

underestimation in correlation values. The underestimation of the eMED - precipitation teleconnection 346 

is also evident in the case of the multi-model mean (Fig. 7(b)). Note that the multi-model mean is the 347 

average of the 15 models which show very poor ACC skill scores to predict eMED (Fig. 5). The lack 348 

of phasing of the eMED among the models reduces the eMED signal in the multi-model and therefore, 349 

weakens the eMED - precipitation teleconnection signal in this case. All these results suggest that the 350 

generalized lack of skill to predict the precipitation anomalies in models could be related not only to 351 

the lack of skill (in terms of ACC) to reproduce the SST anomalies in eMED (Fig. 5) but also to the 352 

underestimation of the of the eMED - precipitation teleconnection amplitude (Fig. 7(b)).  353 

In order to assess how an improvement on eMED SST skill impacts the skill of its teleconnection with 354 

the Sahel, Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the scatter plots of precipitation prediction ACC skill scores vs. eMED 355 

prediction ACC skill scores considering all the models and the first two FST separately, 1st July and 356 

1st June, respectively. Information regarding the rest of the FST can be found in Table 4 (or section 3 357 

in additional material). The correlation between these two variables is statistically significant at 95% 358 

confidence level in a two tailed t - test only for the FST= 1st July and 1st May (see Table 4), suggesting 359 

that for these FST an increase of the eMED ACC skill scores is related to an increase of the PCP 360 

prediction ACC skill scores in models (Fig. 8(a) and (b) and Table 4). Additionally, Table 4 shows that 361 

the largest correlation between PCP ACC skill score and eMED ACC skill score is found at FST=1st 362 

July, when a large part of the models present skill (in terms of ACC) to predict eMED (see Fig. 5). 363 

Figure 9(a) shows the correlation maps between the eMED index and the MSLP and horizontal winds 364 

at 850hPa for the FST: 1st July. Though this map is obtained by averaging the 4 NMME models for 365 

which we have available atmospheric data, it is representative of all models as the spatial structure of 366 

wind pattern is similar in the 4 cases (see section 4 in additional material). Figure 9(a) shows that, in 367 
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agreement with observations (compare Figs. 9(a) and 2(a)), an anomalous warming over the eMED 368 

generates an anomalous low level pressure at the east of Sahara desert which favors the southward 369 

advection of moisture toward Sahel (in agreement with Gomara et al., 2018). Additionally, there is a 370 

strengthening of the meridional MSLP across the Sahel that intensifies the southeasterly monsoonal 371 

flow, and therefore, it favors moisture supply and positive precipitation anomalies (in agreement with 372 

Rowell 2003; Fontaine et al. 2010; Gomara et al., 2018). 373 

3.3.2 Equatorial Pacific (Niño3) 374 

In the case of the tropical Pacific, all models present good ability for reproducing the variability of the 375 

SST anomalies over the equatorial Pacific at all considered FST, although their ability is gradually 376 

reduced as the FST is moved backwards (Fig.  10). The multimodel-mean presents larger ACC scores 377 

than most individual models for all the FST (Fig. 10), suggesting that the pooling of models can improve 378 

the ability to predict Niño3 variability for most of them. Nonetheless, the multi-model mean is 379 

outperformed by some particular models (e.g. NASA-GEOSS2S and GEM-NEMO for FST=1st July, 380 

and COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3 for FST=1st Feb).381 

Figure 11(a) shows that most models present an RMSE smaller than 2ºC, with the best representation 382 

provided by the multimodel-mean for most of the FST. The model with highest RMSE is GDFL-383 

CM2p1. Regarding MSESS, Fig. 11(b) shows that models CMC2-CanCM4, CanCM4i, GEM.NEMO, 384 

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4 (GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06, GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-B01 and NASA-385 

GEOSS2S) present positive MSESS for FST from 1st July to 1st May (from 1st July to 1st June), 386 

suggesting that for these FST the Niño3 prediction provided by these models is better, in terms of the 387 

MSE, than the climatological forecast. On the opposite side, models GFDL-CM2p1, GFDL-CM2p5-388 

FLOR-A06, NCEP-CFSv2 and CMC1-CanCM3 show negative MSESS values all the FST. In general 389 

terms, it is found that the earlier the FST, the lower the MSESS (more negative), and that most models 390 

show negative MSESS for FST before 1st May, indicating that the Niño3 index forecasted by models is 391 

worse than considering the climatological forecast for that FSTs. The worst Niño3 predictions are given 392 

by GDFL-CM2p1for most of the FST (Fig. 6(b)), consistent with results of RMSE (see Fig. 11 (a)). 393 

Comparing results from the multimodel-mean and models (Fig. 11(b)), the former present larger 394 

MSESS values than the rest of the models for all the FST, suggesting that the pooling of models can 395 

improve the ability to predict Niño3.    396 

Figure  12 (first column) shows the histogram of the Niño3 – precipitation correlation in NMME 397 

models. Most models correctly reproduce the negative sign of the observed Niño3 – precipitation 398 

teleconnection, although with a generally reduced regression value (Fig. 12, second column), suggesting 399 

Sahel precipitation in models tends to be less sensitive to Niño3 anomalies than observed. Correlation 400 

values are also underestimated, although less than in the eMED-Sahel precipitation case, which could 401 
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be explained by a proper representation of the Niño3 index variance (see section 2 in additional 402 

material). Conversely, the correlation value is overestimated in the case of the multimodel mean. Note 403 

that in this case we are comparing the correlation/regression of individual simulations with the 404 

correlation of the mean of all simulations. A reasonable explanation for such overestimation is that the 405 

averaging of all the simulations and models filters out the internal atmospheric variability and those 406 

signals that the model cannot predict, making Niño3 the main signal explaining Sahel precipitation 407 

variability, unlike in observations. 408 

For the case of Niño3-Sahel teleconnection, it is found that the better the skill in reproducing the Niño3-409 

Sahel precipitation teleconnection, the better the ACC skill score in predicting Sahel precipitation (Fig. 410 

13(a) and (b), Table 4) and the larger Niño3 contribution to precipitation prediction ACC skill score in 411 

models (Fig.  13(c) and (d), Table 4).  This suggests that enhanced precipitation prediction skill can be 412 

obtained by improving the simulation of the precipitation - Niño3 teleconnection, in accordance with 413 

Giannini et al., (2020). Figure 9(b) shows the correlation map between the Niño3 index and the 414 

anomalous velocity potential difference between the levels 200hPa and 850hPa for the FST: 1st July 415 

(see section 5 in the additional material for the rest of the FST). Results show that, in agreement with 416 

results from reanalysis (compare Figs. 9(b) and 2(b)), an anomalous warming over the equatorial Pacific 417 

reduces the vertical ascent motions, leading to a weakening of the monsoon and to negative rainfall 418 

anomalies over Sahel (in agreement with Gomara et al. 2018; Joly and Voldoire 2009). Although these 419 

spatial patterns are obtained considering the average of the atmospheric fields from 4 different models, 420 

the ones for which atmospheric data was available, the atmospheric teleconnection patterns in the 421 

individual models  are largely similar to the mean (not shown).422 

In summary, we are able now to answer question 1 and question 2. There is skill for Pacific but not for 423 

Mediterranean SSTs. Additionally, it is found that the better the skill in simulating the Pacific SST- 424 

rainfall teleconnection, the better the skill in predicting Sahelian rainfall, however, in the case of the 425 

eMED, models with a better ACC skill scores in simulating Mediterranean SSTs tend to better 426 

reproduce the observed Sahel rainfall when there is skill for predicting eMED (FST=1st July).  427 

      3.4 Explained model variance and ACC scores.   428 

Variance of the Sahel precipitation index in models is partitioned following the same multiple 429 

regression analysis already applied to the observed index (see eqs (1) and (2)). Figure 14 shows the 430 

variance of the precipitation index partitioned into the components explained by the eMED, Niño3, the 431 

cov(eMED,Niño3) and the residue. The latest (residual term) represents the part of the Sahelian 432 

precipitation variance which is not explained by the multiple linear regression, or in other words, the 433 

part of the variance not explained by the considered oceanic signals (eMED and Niño3). Given that the 434 

variance of precipitation in models is much lower than in observations (see section 2 in additional 435 
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material), precipitation indices in Fig. 14 are standardized for an easy comparison with observations. 436 

The standardization of the precipitation index in each model is done by dividing the index by the 437 

standard deviation of the index in the model. Figure 14 only shows results for the first two FST (1st 438 

July and 1st June), whereas the rest of the FST can be found in the additional material (see section 6). 439 

Additionally, Table 5 shows the percentage of total variance of precipitation that is explained by the 440 

eMED and Niño3 indices for each model and FST. 441 

In observations, the precipitation variance explained by the eMED and Niño SSTs is approximately 442 

58%. Focusing on Table 5 and Fig. 14, this value is lower in models, suggesting that models 443 

underestimate the influence of these basins (eMED and Niño3) on rainfall over Sahel. The larger 444 

precipitation variance explained by the residue in models could be related to the underestimation of the 445 

sensitivity of Sahel precipitation to the eMED and Niño3 signals (Figs.  7 and 12, second columns), and 446 

to the smaller variance of the eMED SST anomalies in models (see section 2 in additional material). 447 

Additionally, the residual shows no statistical significant ACC scores when compared with the observed 448 

index for all models and FSTs (except for the NCEP-CFSv2 model at FST=1st May), suggesting that 449 

no further sources of predictability aside from the eMED and Niño are present in the models (not 450 

shown). Note that other factors as those related to the interbasin interactions, which could introduce 451 

counteracting effects, are not considered in this analysis (Polo et al. 2008, Losada et al. 2012, Suarez-452 

Moreno et al. 2018). 453 

Focusing on FST = 1st July, Fig. 14(a) shows different cases in models’ behavior. Whereas in 454 

observations the precipitation variance explained by eMED is much larger than the one explained by 455 

Niño3, in models there are cases in which (1) the eMED explain more percentage than the Niño3 (e.g., 456 

CMC2-CanCM4, GEN-NEMO, COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3, NCEP-CFSv2), (2) others in which Niño3 457 

explain a larger percentage of precipitation variability than eMED (e.g., CMC1-CanCM3, CanCM4i, 458 

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4, the 4 GFDLs models and NASA-GEOSS2S), and (3) others in which the 459 

SSTs (eMED and Niño3) explain a very small percentage (both IRI-ECHAM models). 460 

Finally, in Fig. 15 we decompose rainfall ACC skill score provided by each model in the contributions 461 

coming from each predictor and the residue. To do so, we follow eq. (5). The eMED/Niño3/residue 462 

contribution to precipitation prediction ACC skill score must be understood as the part of the 463 

precipitation ACC skill score which is explained by eMED/Niño3/residue, respectively. In Fig. 15 we 464 

only show results for the first two FST (1st July and 1st June). The rest of the FST can be found in the 465 

supplementary material (see section 7). Even though the eMED and Niño3 indices did not account, in 466 

general, for a great part of the modeled rainfall variability, using only the eMED and Niño3 SST indices, 467 

a large fraction of the ACC skill scores obtained for Sahel precipitation in Fig. 3 can be explained for 468 
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most models and FST. Among them, the Niño3 is the main contributor to these precipitation ACC skill 469 

scores (see Figs.15(a) and (b) and section 7 in the additional material).  470 

The contribution of eMED to precipitation skill is weak and its role is mainly restricted to FST 1st July 471 

to 1st May (see Figs. 8(a) and (b) and section 3 in supplementary material). For these FST, it is found 472 

that the greater eMED ACC skill score in models, the larger contribution of eMED to precipitation skill 473 

(Fig. 8(c) and (d), Table 4). Focusing on FST = 1st July, when most models present skill to predict 474 

eMED, it is found the larger eMED skill, the larger precipitation prediction ACC skill scores (see Fig. 475 

8(a)). These results suggest that increased skill in Sahel precipitation can be expected with improved 476 

predictions of eMED SSTs and improved simulation of the Niño3-Sahel precipitation teleconnection.477 

4 Discussion  478 

Results of this study suggest that, although most of the NMME models show poor skill for predicting 479 

precipitation over the Sahel, the better they represent SST signals and SST-rainfall teleconnections, the 480 

better the skill in predicting rainfall. These results highlight the importance of ocean variability for the 481 

predictability of Sahelian rainfall and that the simulation of teleconnections is a key element to consider 482 

for a correct forecast.  483 

As previously shown, models in general lack skill to predict rainfall over Sahel, although there are some 484 

of them which present statistically significant ACC skill scores for specific FSTs (GFDL-CM2p5-485 

FLOR-A06 and GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-B01 present skill for FST= 1st July and 1st June, GFDL-CM2p1 486 

for FST from 1st May to 1st March, GFDL-CM2p1-aer04 for FST= 1st June, 1st April and 1st February, 487 

NCEP-CFSv2 for FST= 1st June, 1st April and 1st March, and COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4 for FST=1st Feb). 488 

Results are similar for the multi-model mean, which presents statistically significant skill scores only 489 

for FST=1st June and 1st Feb (see Fig. 3). These  low skill scores are in striking contrast to the statistically 490 

significant ACC skill scores obtained by Giannini et al. (2020), especially for the multi-model ensemble, 491 

which presented statistically significant skill scores for JAS Sahel precipitation well above the 492 

significant threshold for FSTs up to 5 months before. Several factors could contribute to these 493 

contrasting results, like the number of models considered (5 vs 15), the zonal domain used to define the 494 

Sahel (20ºW-40ºE vs 15ºW-º15ºE), the period of study (1982-2016 vs 1982-2010) and the type of 495 

observational dataset employed to assess skill scores (CHIRPS (Funk et al., 2015) vs GPCP and CRU). 496 

However, we find that the main reason for such differences is related to the methodology used to 497 

preprocess the forecasts. While Giannini et al. 2020 did not remove the long-term trend in the data, we 498 

remove it because we focus on the interannual precipitation variability over the Sahel. In Fig. 16(a) and 499 

(b) we show the skill of 5 NMME models when the trend is removed (Fig. 16(a)) and when the trend is 500 

not removed ( Fig. 16(b)). In this figure and, as in Giannini et al. (2020), we only consider one model 501 

per modelling group. From the comparison of these two figures we can see that when the trend is not 502 
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removed (as in Giannini et al. 2020) precipitation skill for most models and FST increases. Results in 503 

Fig. 16(b) are more consistent with the ones obtained by Gianini et al. 2020 and suggest that a part of 504 

the significant skill scores obtained in that work are related to the long-term trend. Nevertheless, 505 

regardless of the actual values of the ACC skill scores, both studies agree on the key role of the ocean 506 

and, in particular, ENSO, in the seasonal predictability of Sahel rainfall. 507 

There is another factor which merits further discussion: the role of the equatorial Atlantic. As stated in 508 

the introduction, studies show that an anomalous warming over the equatorial Atlantic (Atl3) reduces 509 

precipitation over the Sahel (see references in the introduction), and viceversa for a cooling. The sign 510 

of the correlation between the Atl3 and rainfall coincides with the one from Niño3 - precipitation 511 

teleconnection. Rodríguez - Fonseca et al. 2009 showed that, after 70s, the Atl3 and Niño3 started to be 512 

connected in such a way that anomalous warming over the equatorial Pacific would be concomitant 513 

with anomalous cooling over the eastern equatorial Atlantic. Taking into account that our period of 514 

study is after 70s, warmer Niño3 events could be coexisting with cooler Atl3 events, counteracting their 515 

effects (Losada et al. 2012). This could be a reason for the nonsignificant correlation found in Fig.  1 516 

over the equatorial Atlantic.  517 

5 Conclusions  518 

The objective of this study is to analyze the PCP prediction skill over the Sahel in 15 seasonal 519 

forecasting models from NMME, understanding where the skill or lack thereof comes from and what 520 

models need to improve to get better precipitation predictions.  521 

The forecast skill is analyzed considering the ACC skill score, RMSE and MSESS. Results show that 522 

the precipitation ACC skill scores over Sahel are low and that most of models present negative MSESS 523 

(except GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06 for FST=1st July, CMC2-CanCM4 for FST= 1st Feb, NCAR-524 

CESM1 for FST=1st Feb and NCEP-CFSv2 for FST=1st June), indicating that models forecast skill in 525 

terms of MSE is, in general, worse than considering the climatological forecast. The multimodel-mean 526 

shows one of the best results in terms MSESS and ACC, suggesting that, although its precipitation 527 

prediction is still worse than the climatological forecast (because the negative MSESS values observed 528 

in Fig. 4(b)), the pooling of models leads to a forecast skill greater than the majority of single model 529 

systems (see Figs. 3 and 4(b)). On the other hand, most models present an RMSE lower than 3 mm/day. 530 

The model which provides a better representation of the precipitation (lower RMSE) depends on the 531 

FST and NASA-GEOSS2S shows the highest RMSE values for all the FST. 532 

In general, results of this paper highlight the importance of El Niño and the Mediterranean Sea surface 533 

temperature in explaining rainfall predictability. Although the precipitation ACC skill scores over Sahel 534 

are low, the better the SST variability and SST-rainfall teleconnections is represented by models, the 535 
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higher the precipitation ACC skill scores. The starting hypothesis of this study is that in observations 536 

roughly half of the total variance of Sahel precipitation at interannual timescales can be explained by 537 

its teleconnections with SSTs in the tropical Pacific and Mediterranean regions. Given that SSTs can 538 

provide long-term memory to the climate system, these areas could also be sources of predictability for 539 

Sahel rainfall. In this work we show that for the 1982-2010 period, the main sources of interannual 540 

variability for Sahel rainfall  are the SST anomalies over the eMED and Niño3 (see Fig.  1), explaining 541 

together up to 58% of the total precipitation variance. However, this percentage is reduced in models 542 

(see Fig. 14  and Table 5). Two reasons could be behind of this result. The most important is the lack 543 

of skill of the NMME models to correctly reproduce the SST anomalies over eMED (see section 8 in 544 

additional material), which is the main source of precipitation variability in observations (Fig.  1 or the 545 

bar from observations on Fig.  12). In general, models presents low eMED ACC skill scores and 546 

negative MSESS values, indicating that models do not reproduce the observed variability of the SST 547 

over eMED and that the eMED SST forecast is, in terms of MSE, worse than the climatological forecast. 548 

Additionally, when most of the models present statistically significant ACC skill scores to predict 549 

eMED (FST=1st July), it is also found that the larger eMED ACC skill score in NMME models, the 550 

larger precipitation prediction ACC skill score (Fig. 8(a)). However, although models correctly 551 

reproduce the sign of the eMED - precipitation teleconnection (see Fig. 7, first column), they strongly 552 

underestimate the amplitude thereof (see Fig. 7, second column). This could be another reason for the 553 

lack of precipitation skill and the reduced percentage of total variance of precipitation explained by 554 

eMED and Niño3 indices in models. The underestimation of the amplitude of this teleconnection could 555 

be related to the lower variance of the SST anomalies over this region in models (see section 2 in 556 

additional material), making the teleconnection weaker.  557 

On the other hand, all the models present good skill for predicting the variability of the SST anomalies 558 

over Niño3 (Fig. 10) and also for reproducing the sign of the Niño3 – PCP teleconnection (Fig. 12, first 559 

column), although most of them underestimate the amplitude (Fig.12, second column). These results 560 

make the Niño3, unlike observations, to be the main contributor to the predictability of precipitation 561 

(and precipitation skill) in models (see Figs. 14 and 15), a result that agrees with a recent study of 562 

Giannini et al. (2020). Although models present a good skill for predicting the variability of the SST 563 

anomalies in the equatorial Pacific (high Niño3 ACC skill scores), most of them only show positive 564 

MSESS values for the first two FST, suggesting that the Niño3 SST forecast given by them is, in terms 565 

of MSE, better than the climatological forecast only for these two first FST.    566 

The variance of the SST anomalies over Niño3 region in models is similar to the one in observations 567 

(see section 2 in additional material). Thus, the underestimation of the teleconnection Niño3 - 568 

precipitation amplitude could be mainly related to difficulties in models to correctly reproduce the 569 

intensity of the teleconnection mechanism. On the other hand, it is also found the larger correlation 570 
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Niño3 - precipitation in models, the larger contribution to precipitation ACC skill score in models (see 571 

Fig. 13(c) and (d), Table 4) and precipitation ACC  skill score (see Fig. 13(a) and (b), Table 4). 572 

Additionally, results from Fig. 15 suggest that the election of the predictors is appropriate, given that 573 

most of the models’ skill is explained considering eMED and Niño3 as predictors.  574 

Therefore, results from this study suggest the models need two requirements for having a better 575 

precipitation prediction skill: an improvement of the models’ ability to reproduce the SST anomalies 576 

variability over the eMED region and a better simulation of the amplitude of the teleconnections: Niño3 577 

– precipitation and eMED – precipitation.  578 

Finally, is it important to mention that other sources of predictability should be considered in the future, 579 

as this study is just valid for the assessment period used. SST - rainfall telconnections are not stationary 580 

on time and Mediterranean, Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans could exert different impact on Sahel 581 

rainfall depending on the time period considered. Also, interbasin teleconnections could be 582 

counteracting or adding their effects on the Sahel rainfall depending on the period considered, a feature 583 

that should be checked with observations when analyzing the seasonal prediction system of study. 584 
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747 

Model name Institute 

CMC1-Can3 Canadian Meteorological Center 

CMC2-Can4 Canadian Meteorological Center 

CanCM4i Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and 
Analysis 

GEM-NEMO Recherche en Prévision Numérique (Canada) 

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3 National Center for atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) 

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4 National Center for atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) 

GFDL-CM2p1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory NOAA 

GFDL-CM2p1-aer04 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory NOAA 

GFDL-CM2p5-A06 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory  
NOAA 
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GFDL-CM2p5-B01 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory NOAA 

IRI-ECHAM4p5-
AnomalyCoupled 

International Research Institute for climate and 
Society (IRI) 

IRI-ECHAM4p5-
DirectCoupled 

International Research Institute for climate and 
Society (IRI) 

NASA-GEOSS2S National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) 

NCAR-CESM1 National Center for Atmospheric Research 

NCEP-CFSv2 National Center for Environmental Prediction 

Table 1. NMME models considered in this study. See Kirtmann et al., (2014) for further details. The 748 

ensemble mean of 4 simulations for each model is considered to analyze the skill.  749 
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753 
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759 
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Index Spatial Domain 

Eastern Mediterranean (eMED) (30ºN-40ºN, 16ºE-38ºE) 

Equatorial Pacific (Niño3) (5ºN-5ºS, 150ºW-90ºW) 

Precipitation over Sahel (PCPs) (10ºN-20ºN, 15ºW-15ºE) 

Table 2. Spatial domain where indices were computed. 760 

761 

Predictor multiple regression 

coefficient 

Percentage of Precipitation  

variance explained 

eMED α 
(0.35土0.16)

46%  

Niño3 β 
(-0.18土 0.16) 

12%  

Table 3. Results from multiple regression analysis considering eMED and Niño3 as predictors. The 762 

part of the precipitation variance explained by each predictor is computing following equation 2. Values 763 

on table are obtained considering SST from HadISSTv1.1 and PCP from GPCPv2.3. 764 

765 

766 

767 

768 

769 
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770 

771 

772 

773 

Forecast Start 
Time 

PCP ACC vs 
eMED ACC 

eMED 
contribution to 
PCP ACC vs.  
eMED ACC 

PCP ACC vs 
corr(Niño3-PCP) 

Niño3 
contribution to 
PCP ACC vs 
corr(Niño3-PCP) 

1sy July 0.84 0.71 -0.86 -0.94 

1st June 0.31 0.59 -0.85 -0.94 

1st May 0.52 0.70 -0.51 -0.93 

1st April -0.43 -0.02 -0.69 -0.95 

1st March -0.45 0.06 -0.66 -0.93 

1st February 0.20 0.10 -0.77 -0.93 

Table 4. Correlation between PCP skill and eMED skill (second column), eMED skill and the eMED 774 

contribution to PCP skill (third column), PCP skill and Niño3-PCP teleconnection skill (fourth column), 775 

and between the Niño3 contribution to PCP skill and Niño3-PCP teleconnection skill (fifth column). 776 

Correlations were computed for each forecast start time and considering all the models from Table 1. 777 

Values in bold are statistically significant.  778 

779 

780 

781 

782 

783 

784 

785 

786 

787 

788 
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Forecast Start Time 

Model 1st July 1st June 1st May 1st Apr 1st Mar 1st Feb 

CMC1-CanCM3 
23 37 33 39 28 13

CMC2-CanCM4 
40 18 25 29* 19 13

CanCM4i 
29 39 16 17 13 21

GEM-NEMO 
14 23 25 3 10 0

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM3 
18 6 12* 6 12 15

COLA-RSMAS-CCSM4 
18 22 27 61* 43* 46*

GFDL-CM2p1 
50* 26 45 48 47 64

GFDL-CM2p1-aer04 
42 28 30 45 37 51

GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-A06 
28 46 2 2 12 7

GFDL-CM2p5-FLOR-B01 
23 32 13* 19 14 2

IR-AnomalyCoupled 
1 2 9* 14 3 16

IR-DirectCoupled 
1 4 9* 1 20 14

NASA-GEOSS2S 
35* 63* 45 38* 40* 58*

NCAR-CESM1 
4 10 24 31 35 15

NCEP-CFSv2 
25* 42* 25* 6 29* 36*

Multi – model mean 
41 40 36 49 35 41

Table 5. Percentage of total PCP variance explained by oceans in models. Values with * present 789 

negative covariance values between eMED and Niño3, so the percentage of total PCP variance 790 

explained by the eMED and Niño indices would be lower.  791 

792 



Figures

Figure 1

Regression map between the SST anomaly �eld and the precipitation index over Sahel. Dotted regions
are signi�cant at 95% con�dence level in two tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom.
SST from HadISST v1.1 and PCP from GPCPv2.3. Regression is computed considering the average of the
anomalies in JAS during the period (1982-2010).



Figure 2

(a) Correlation map between the �elds wind anomalies at 850hPa and mean sea level pressure
anomalies and the eMED index. (b) Correlation map between the velocity potential �eld anomaly and the
Niño3 index. The velocity potential �elds used here is the difference between the velocity potential at
200hPa and 850hPa (VPOT200/850). Shaded regions are signi�cant at 95% con�dence level in two
tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom. Mean sea level pressure, horizontal winds
are from ERA5 reanalysis. Correlations are computed considering the average of the anomalies in JAS
during the period (1982-2010).



Figure 3

Precipitation prediction ACC skill scores for the different models and FST. Colors represent the ACC
values and the boxes marked with “x” present the ACC values statistically signi�cant at 95% con�dence
level from two tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom. Note that FST = 1st July
corresponds to lead time 0. ACC values are computed considering precipitation index from GPCPv2.3.
Results are similar considering precipitation from CRU TS 4.03 (not shown).



Figure 4

(a) Root mean squared error (RMSE) of precipitation in models (Units: mm/day). (b) Mean squared error
skill score for precipitation in models



Figure 5

eMED prediction skill in terms of ACC for the different models and FST. Colors represent the ACC values
and the boxes marked with “x” present the ACC values statistically signi�cant at 95% con�dence level
from two tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom. Note that FST = 1st July
corresponds to lead time 0. ACC values are computed considering SST from HadISSTv1.1. Results are
similar considering precipitation from ERSSTv5 (not shown).



Figure 6

(a) Root mean squared error (RMSE) of eMEDin models (Units: ºC). (b) Mean squared error skill score for
eMED in models.

Figure 7



Histograms of the correlation (�rst column) and regression (second column) coe�cients between the
precipitation index over Sahel and eMED. The regression coe�cient plotted on the second column is α
from eq. (1). Each one of the rows makes reference to a lead time, from 0 in the �rst row to 5 in the sixth.
1st July corresponds to lead time 0 and 1st Feb to lead time 5. The vertical black dot lines, the blue and
red ones represent the signi�cance threshold levels, the observed correlation value and the correlation for
multimodel mean, respectively. In the case of the multi-model mean, the value is computed as the
correlation between the precipitation index of the multi-model mean and the eMED index of the
multi.model mean. The threshold level (vertical black dot line) was established considering values
exceeding the 95% con�dence level from one tailed t – test. Correlations were computed for each one of
the 4 simulations of the 15 NMME models. Observed Precipitation is from GPCPv2.3 and observed SST is
from HadISSTv1.1.

Figure 8

Scatter plots PCP skill in terms of ACC vs eMED skill in terms of ACC for FST= 1st July (a), and FST=1st
June (b). Scatter plots eMED contribution to PCP skill in terms of ACC vs eMED skill in terms of ACC for
FST= 1st July (c), and FST=1st June (d). Black line represents the linear regression between variables
and the correlation values are shown on the title. Precipitation from GPCPv2.3 and SST from
HadISSTv1.1. Threshold correlation value is 0.50 considering a two-tailed t -test with a 95% con�dence
level. Correlations for the rest of the FST appear on Table 4.



Figure 9

(a) Correlation map between the �elds wind anomalies at 850hPa and mean sea level pressure
anomalies and the eMED index. (b) Correlation map between the velocity potential �eld anomaly
(VPOT200/850) and the Niño3 index. The velocity potential �elds used here is the difference between the
velocity potential at 200hPa and 850hPa. Shaded regions are signi�cant at 95% con�dence level in two
tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom. Mean sea level pressure, horizontal winds
are from the Multi-model Mean constructed considering the models: CanCM4i, CMC1-CanCM3, CMC2-
CanCM4, GEM-NEMO. Correlations are computed considering the average of the anomalies in JAS during
the period (1982-2010). Figures represent results for FST= 1st July. The rest of the FST can be found in
the additional material.



Figure 10

Niño3 prediction skill in terms of ACC for the different models and FST. Colors represent the ACC values
and the boxes marked with “x” present the ACC values statistically signi�cant at 95% con�dence level
from two tailed t-test with an effective number of degrees of freedom. Note that FST = 1st July
corresponds to lead time 0. ACC values are computed considering SST from HadISSTv1.1. Results are
similar considering precipitation from ERSSTv5 (not shown).



Figure 11

(a) Root mean squared error (RMSE) of Niño3 in models (Units: ºC). (b) Mean squared error skill score for
Niño3 in models.

Figure 12

Histograms of the correlation (�rst column) and regression (second column) coe�cients between the
precipitation index over Sahel and Niño3. The regression coe�cient plotted on the second column is β



from eq. (1). Each one of the rows makes reference to a lead time, from 0 in the �rst row to 5 in the sixth.
1st July corresponds to lead time 0 and 1st Feb to lead time 5. The vertical black dot lines, the blue and
red ones represent the signi�cance threshold levels, the observed correlation value and the correlation for
multimodel mean, respectively. The threshold level was established considering values exceeding the
95% con�dence level from one tailed t – test. Correlations were computed for each ensemble member of
each NMME model. Precipitation from GPCPv2.3 and SST from HadISSTv1.1.

Figure 13

Scatter plots PCP ACC vs Niño3 - PCP teleconnection skill for FST= 1st July (a), and FST=1st June (b).
Scatter plots Niño3 contribution to PCP ACC vs Niño3 - PCP teleconnection skill for FST= 1st July (c), and
FST=1st June (d). Black line represents the linear regression between variables and the correlation values
are shown on the title. Precipitation from GPCPv2.3 and SST from HadISSTv1.1. Threshold correlation
value is 0.50 considering a two-tailed t -test with a 95% con�dence level. Correlations for the rest of the
FST appear on Table 4.



Figure 14

Total precipitation variance decomposition. Given that the variance of precipitation index in observations
is larger than in models, precipitation indices are standardized in order to better compare results from
observations and models. OBS means observations.

Figure 15



Contribution of eMED , Niño3 and residue to JAS ACC precipitation skill score. Boxes marked with
discontinuous black lines represent the value of the correlation between PCPnmme and PCPobs (PCP
skill). Boxes in colors represent the part of the PCP ACC skill score which is due to each one of the
predictors considered in the multiple linear regression model. Results considering oceanic indices from
HadISSTv.1 and precipitation index from GPCPv2.3.

Figure 16

(a) Precipitation prediction skill in NMME models removing trend in data and (b) without removing the
trend. Here, we consider 5 models, one per modeling group. The horizontal black dot line represents the
threshold level considering a two tailed t-test with a 95% con�dence level.
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